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PART I 

Answer anv three
 

2 marks for neatness
 

Q1. Design tests of the Ian ing sequence for the lunar excursion module (Figure 1) are conducted 

using the pendulum model s spended by the parallel wires A and B. If the ode! has a mass of 

60 0calculate th 10kg with mass centre at G, and if o= 2 radjs when (j = tension in eac h of 

the string. 

[16] 

Figure 1 



Q2. Consider a particle whose position can be best expressed in terms of a reference frame,
 
which rotates about the inertial Z axis .
 

Derive v = 13rel + W x {5
 

a= arel + W x (w x {5) + a x {5 + 2w x v
 

[16] 

Q3. Explain Euler angles using neat ketches. 

Indicate the step-wise pro ed ire for derivation of Euler equations from moment-angular 

momentum relation for a rigid body. 

116] 

Q4. 

(a) What do you mean by torque free motio n? 

(b) Is torque free motion a teady precession? 

(c) Show that for torque free m tion 

. l,._¢
11/ = -

(J.CI: - JzJcos e 

Where the symbols hav their standard meanings 

[4+4+4+4+4] 



PART II
 

(Answer question no . 1 and any two from the rest)
 

laoCan lift exist without drag? Justify your statement. 

b. What do you mean by 'induced drag'? How is it generated? 5 + 5 

2. Explain the working principles of primary con tro l surfaces associated to the longitudinal, lateral and 

directional control of an airplane. 

Explain with neat figures the two necessary criteria for Long itud inal Stat ic Stability of an airplane. 

10 + 10 

3. Find out the contribution of win g and tail to the total pitching moment about the centre of grav ity of an 

airplane and find out the express ion for the co - efficient of the same. 20 

4. A wing - body model is tested in a subson ic wind tunnel. The lift is found to be zero at a geometric 

angle of attack a. = - 1.80 

• At a. = 5°, the lift co - efficient is measured as 0.6. Also at a. = 2.100 an d 

7.88°, the moment coefficients abo ut the centre of gravity are measured as - 0.014 and 0.07, respectively. 

The centre of gravity located at O.3c. The area and chord of the wing are 0.1 m2 and 0.15 m respect ively. 

A horizontal tail is attached to the model having an area of 0.02 m2
, tail setting angl e 2.7°, tail lift slo pe 

0. 11 per degree. The tail's aerodynamic centre is 0.17 m behind the centre of gravity of the model. From 

experimental mea surement. G = 0 and &/t5a. = 0.32 [notations have usual meanings]. Does th is model have 

longitudinal stat ic stability and balanced . 


